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Measurements of the nonlinear conductivity in NbSe3 when the high-T and the low-T charge-density waves
(CDWs) are simultaneously sliding have been performed. It is shown that the threshold electric field Et1 for
depinning the high-T CDW increases 4–5 times at the temperature at which the low-T CDW is formed, indicating
the strong pinning effect resulting from the interaction between both CDWs. Under application of a radio-
frequency (rf) field, Shapiro steps are never observed simultaneously for both CDWs. At the electric field less
one than for high-T CDW sliding only Shapiro steps for low-T CDW were observed, and at higher field only
Shapiro steps for high-T CDW exist.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.87.045105 PACS number(s): 71.45.Lr, 72.15.Nj, 72.70.+m
I. INTRODUCTION
NbSe3 is an emblematic quasi-one-dimensional metal with
three pairs of metallic chains (types I, II, and III) parallel to
the monoclinic b direction.1 NbSe3 undergoes two successive
Peierls transitions: at TP1 = 145 K with a charge density
wave (CDW) essentially on type I chains and at TP2 = 59 K
with a CDW essentially on type II chains.2 The wave vectors
of both CDWs are respectively Q1 = (0,0.241,0) and Q2 =
(0.5,0.260,0.5). The Peierls transitions in this material are not
complete and ungapped carriers remain in small pockets at the
Fermi level most probably associated with type III chains.3,4
As a result, NbSe3 keeps metallic properties down to the
lowest temperatures. Application of an electric field above a
threshold value Et1 for high-T CDW and Et2 for low-T CDW
induces a collective electron transport due to the coherent
incommensurate CDW motion.5,6
One general question immediately arises when several order
parameters coexist in the same material, such as the two CDWs
in NbSe3: Are they totally independent or are they interacting
with one another? If yes, what is the result and the mechanism
of this interaction? Several attempts were already undertaken
for answering this question. X-ray scattering measurements on
pinned CDWs showed no sign of a lock-in transition7 which
may be envisioned such as
2(Q1 + Q2) ≈ (1,1,1). (1)
From interlayer tunneling technique8 it was found that result-
ing from the low-T CDW formation the CDW gap of the
high-T CDW exhibits a 10% decrease below TP2.
As far as the dynamical properties associated with both
high-T and low-T CDWs at temperatures T < TP2 are
concerned, contradictory data were reported. In Refs. 9 and 10
it was indicated that the depinning field Et1 of the high-T
CDW may saturate below TP2, while according to Ref. 11 Et1
continuously grows without any peculiar singularity at TP2.
From high-resolution x-ray scattering in the presence of
an applied current below TP2, simultaneous and oppositely
directed shifts of the relevant CDW-superlattice components
along chains were observed above a threshold current which
was identified as the depinning threshold It1 ∼ 10It2 for
the more strongly pinned high-T CDW.12 This dynamical
decoupling was explained through a sliding-induced charge
transfer between the two electronic reservoirs corresponding
to the CDW wave vectors Q1 and Q2. Using the same
technique but in a different context related to switching effects
in NbSe3, a dynamical coupling was reported from analysis
of the transverse structure of both CDWs.13 Note that in all
these works Et1 was not directly determined from nonlinear
current-voltage characteristics (IVs) below 60 K but estimated
as being the field at which broadband noise (BBN) increased;
there is a large uncertainty in this determination (see for
instance Fig. 2 in Ref. 12).
Thus, at the present time, there are no complete and reliable
measurements describing dynamical properties of NbSe3 in
the temperature range corresponding to the coexistence of
both CDWs. In the following we report, from current-voltage
characteristics (IVs), the observation of the simultaneous
sliding behavior for both CDWs. The sliding state of each
CDWs is confirmed by the observation of Shapiro steps when
a radio-frequency electric field is applied together with the dc
electric field. The present work extends the previous report14
where Shapiro steps were observed separately for each CDW.
II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
The main problem for the determination of the threshold
behavior of the high-T CDW at temperature below TP2 from
IV characteristics is Joule heating. On the one hand, to reduce
heating one needs to use samples with high resistance and
correspondingly with a small cross section. On the other hand,
decrease of the crystal cross section leads to an exponential
growth of Et because of finite size effects.15 We have found that
the compromise between the best thermal conditions and the
magnitude of the threshold field takes place by selecting crys-
tals with a thickness (0.4–0.6) μm and for resistance at room
temperature in the range 0.5–2.0 k/mm. So, we performed
our experiments on three selected high quality NbSe3 single
crystals with a thickness indicated above and a width (2–8)μm.
The residual resistance ratio of the selected crystals was
R(300 K)/R(4.2 K) = (50–100). The crystals were cleaned in
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Differential resistance Rd = dV/dI as a
function of V at different temperatures varied from 135 to 48 K for
sample No. 2.
oxygen plasma and glued on sapphire substrates by collodion.
The measurements of IV characteristics and their derivatives
have been done in conventional 4-probe configuration. Con-
tacts were prepared from In by cold soldering. The distance
between the potential probes was 1 mm for all the samples.
For studying nonstationary effects a rf current was superposed
on the dc current using the current contacts connected to the
rf generator via two capacitors.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In Fig. 1, we have drawn the differential current-voltage
characteristics (IVs) in the temperature range 135–46 K for
sample No. 2. The qualitatively same characteristics were
observed for two other samples. The threshold behavior
corresponding to the sliding state of the high-T CDW is clearly
seen from 135 K down to 90 K: The behavior is Ohmic for
voltage less than a threshold voltage Vt1, and for voltages in
excess of this value the differential resistance, Rd = dV/dI ,
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FIG. 2. (Color online) dV/dI (V ) dependence at T = 75 K for
sample No. 2.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) dV/dI (V ) dependence at T = 54 K for
sample No. 3 demonstrating the simultaneous sliding of both CDWs.
decreases sharply. As usual Vt1 decreases from TP1 down to
120 K and monotonically increases at lower temperatures.
Below 90 K a new decrease of Rd appears at a certain
voltage V ∗t1 that is nearly 4–5 times larger than Vt1 and
becomes more and more pronounced in lowering temperature.
As an example of such behavior the dV/dI (V ) dependence
at T = 75 K is shown in Fig. 2. When T is reduced, the
amplitude of the change in Rd at V = Vt1 from static to sliding
decreases while at V = V ∗t1 it increases. At T = TP2 the first
threshold at V = Vt1 is completely indiscernible, and only
the second threshold at V = V ∗t1 remains. Below TP2 we
observe the threshold behavior for the low-T CDW at the
voltage Vt2 that is near to 102 times less than V ∗t1. Figure 3
clearly demonstrates the singularities in the IV curve for
sample No. 3 corresponding to the transition into the sliding
state of both CDWs at T = 54 K.
To prove that nonlinear effects observed in dc IV curves
are really associated with CDWs sliding, we have superposed
a rf current on the dc current. It is well known that the joint
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FIG. 4. (Color online) dV/dI (I ) dependencies at different tem-
peratures under application of a rf field with a frequency 101 MHz
for sample No. 3.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) The same as in Fig. 4 at different
temperatures below TP 2.
application of dc and rf driving fields leads to the appearance
of harmonic and subharmonic Shapiro steps in the dc IV
characteristics indicating sliding state of CDW.1,5,6 Differential
IV characteristics for sample No. 3 in the temperature range
48–100 K under application of a rf field with a frequency
101 MHz are shown in Fig. 4. The Shapiro steps appear when
E > Et and reflects the synchronization between the internal
CDW sliding state and the external frequency. As can be seen,
at T < 70 K the Shapiro steps corresponding to the high-T
CDW are observed at E > E∗t1. Note that in the temperature
range 60–90 K the Shapiro steps peculiarities are sufficiently
weak compared with those at other temperatures.
Below TP2 we observe pronounced Shapiro steps for both
CDWs as illustrated in Fig. 5 where IV curves at T = 60, 56,
52, and 48 K are displayed. Typically the rf amplitude was
larger compared with Vt2 and less than V ∗t1. Consequently
the dc threshold at Vt2 is totally suppressed16 while the
threshold at V ∗t1 is still observable. It is worth noting that
Shapiro steps corresponding to the low-T CDW disappear at
voltages V > V ∗t1 and only Shapiro steps associated with the
high-T CDW are observable at these voltages.
IV. DISCUSSION
First let us ascertain that the drop of Rd observed at V = V ∗t1
really corresponds to the sliding of the high-T CDW. It is well
known that the fundamental frequency of the narrow-band
generation is directly proportional to the CDW current:1,5,6
JCDW
f0
= c n(T )
n(T = 0) , (2)
where n(T ) is the number of carriers condensed into the CDW
at temperature T , and c is a constant. As far as Shapiro steps are
concerned it is necessary to change in Eq. (2) JCDW to ICDW
which corresponds to the difference of CDW current between
two neighboring harmonic Shapiro steps. ICDW can be easy
calculated using dc IV characteristics. We have calculated the
relation of ICDW/f for the high-T CDW at temperatures
below and above TP2 and for the low-T CDW for all measured
samples. Estimations for sample No. 2 for the high-T CDW
at temperatures T = 110 and 54 K and for the low-T CDW at
T = 50 K with the frequency of the rf field at f = 53 MHz
are respectively 1.10, 1.17, and 1.28 μA/MHz. In accordance
with Ref. 17, we can derive from our experiments that the
number of condensed carriers into the CDW state is practically
equal for the low- and high-T CDW. Thus, we associate the
observed sharp drop in Rd (V ) dependencies at V = V ∗t1 with
the transition to the sliding state of the high-T CDW.
Using our dc curves we have also estimated the respective
CDW velocities when both CDWs are in a sliding state. Thus
for sample No. 3 at T = 54 K at the given total transport current
I = 5 mA, we have evaluated ICDW1  0.10 mA and ICDW2 
0.83 mA. Taking for n = 1021 cm−3 (Ref. 17) and 2.4 μm2
for the cross-section area, the CDW velocities are respectively
0.25 × 102 cm/s for the low-T CDW and 2.07 × 102 cm/s for
the high-T CDW. So, in the state when both CDWs are in the
sliding state the velocity of high-T CDW is near one order of
magnitude higher than that of the low-T CDW.
In addition we can conclude that at T < 90 K the sliding of
the high-T CDW is characterized by two threshold fields: Et1
and E∗t1. The change in conductivity associated with these two
thresholds (indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 2) is different:
When the temperature decreases, the change of conductivity
below Et1 decreases while that below E∗t1 increases. At TP2 =
60 K there are no more signs of the Et1 threshold.
Figure 6 shows the temperature dependencies of threshold
fields for high- and low-T CDWs for sample No. 2 in
logarithmic scale. The same characteristics were observed
for other samples. The Et1(T ) demonstrates a conventional
behavior. The E∗t1(T ) decreases with the temperature decrease
from 90 K down to 60 K and remains nearly constant
or demonstrates some tendency to increase at T < 60 K.
The temperature range of the observation of the coexistence
between the two thresholds Et1 and E∗t1 is indicated by the
dotted lines. Note that this temperature region corresponds
well to that where low-T CDW fluctuations were observed.18
The temperature dependence of low-T threshold field Et2(T )
is in agreement with previous reported data.11
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Temperature dependencies the threshold
fields Et1(T ) (circles), E∗t1(T ) (squares), and Et2(T ) (triangles) for
sample No. 2. Dashed lines indicate the temperature region for
fluctuations of the low-T CDW.
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We can suggest the following physical picture. Above 60 K
the sample may be considered as consisting, in addition to the
ordered high-T CDW, of domains of low-T CDW fluctuations.
Then the assumption is that these fluctuations strongly pin the
high-T CDW. Most probably, the mechanism of this pinning
may be a dynamical commensurability pinning between the
ordered high-T CDW and fluctuations of low-T CDW.
As a result, in the temperature range between 60 and
90 K the sliding of the high-T CDW exhibits two threshold
fields reflecting the mixing of two types of domains. With the
temperature growing the size of fluctuation regions decreases
and becomes negligibly small at T > 90 K where only the
phase with Et1 has been observed. Inversely, at T < 60 K
only the phase withE∗t1 exists. At temperatures 75 < T < 85 K
both phases are in near equal proportion; as a result the Shapiro
steps are essentially smeared at this temperature range.
Another interesting observation of the present work is
the unusual structure of Shapiro steps when both CDWs
exist simultaneously. As was mentioned above, in such a
condition Shapiro steps corresponding to the low-T CDW
disappear at voltages V > V ∗t1 and only Shapiro steps associ-
ated with the high-T CDW are observable at these voltages
(Fig. 5). Formally it may mean that the motion of the high-T
CDW suppresses the narrow-band-noise generation from the
low-T CDW. The complete explanation of this effect is missing
now.
Recently, a new view on the origin of the narrow band noise
generation in CDW compounds was suggested,14 namely that
Shapiro steps in CDW compounds are the result of electronic
transport transversely to CDW chains. Such an assumption is
based on the theory proposed in Refs. 19 and 20 where it was
predicted that the transverse current has a term proportional
to the cosine of the difference of phases between the CDW
chains. In the case when the CDW slides along one chain
but is pinned along neighboring chains, or if the CDW moves
with different velocities in different chains, or if the CDW
is pinned but phase slippage takes place, then the CDW
phase varies with time and alternating tunneling current is
generated transversely to the chain direction with a frequency
depending on the longitudinal electric field. When an external
alternating signal acts on the sample, a resonance can be
observed at a fixed Vtr if the frequencies of the external
and characteristic oscillations coincide. As a result, current
Shapiro steps should appear in transverse IVc that was really
observed in experiment.14 In real samples the appearance of
an electric potential normal to the transport current exists
always and has been attributed to defects and fluctuations of
the critical CDW parameters such as threshold electric field
or Peierls transition temperature.21 It is then natural to assume
that synchronization of the generated frequencies in NbSe3
will be strongly dependent on the state of all types of chains.
Thus, sliding of high-T CDW strongly modifies the transverse
current distribution in the sample, and as a result may destroy
the synchronization frequencies resulting for low-T CDW
sliding. However, to clarify the physical mechanism of this
effect new theoretical and experimental investigations need to
be performed.
In conclusion, we clearly observed the nonlinear conductiv-
ity in current-voltage characteristics of NbSe3, corresponding
to simultaneous sliding of both the high-T and the low-T
charge-density waves. We show that the interaction between
CDWs leads to strong pinning of the high-T CDW and
resulting in a 4–5 times increase of threshold electric field.
In the temperature range up to 30 K above the second
Peierls transition the sliding of the high-T CDW exhibits two
thresholds, most probably because of the local fluctuations
of the low-T CDW. The superposition of an rf current on
the dc current leads to the appearance of Shapiro steps on
dc IV curves for low-T CDW at E < E∗t1 and for high-T
CDW at E > E∗t1. Both types of Shapiro steps have never
been observed simultaneously.
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